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Abstract
A virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system using multiple antennas at the transmitter
and a single antenna at each of the receivers, has recently emerged as an alternative to a point-to-
point MIMO system. This paper investigates the relation between energy efficiency (EE) and spectral
efficiency (SE) for the virtual-MIMO system that has one destination and one relay using compress-and-
forward cooperation. To capture the cost of cooperation, the power allocation (between the transmitter
and the relay) and the bandwidth allocation (between the data and cooperation channels) are studied.
This paper proposes a novel and tight upper bound for the overall system EE as a function of SE, which
exhibits a good accuracy for a wide range of SE values. The EE upper bound is used for formulating
an EE optimization problem. Given a target SE, the optimal power and bandwidth allocation can be
derived such that the overall EE is maximized. Results indicate that EE performance of virtual-MIMO
is sensitive to many factors including resource allocation schemes and channel characteristics. When
an out-of-band cooperation channel is considered, virtual-MIMO performs close to the MIMO case
in terms of EE. Considering the shared-band cooperation channel, the virtual-MIMO with the optimal
power and bandwidth allocation is more energy efficient than the non-cooperation case under most SE
values.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, where the transmitter has multiple
antennas and each of the receivers has a single antenna, have recently emerged as an effective
technique that can improve spectral efficiency of wireless communications [1] [2]. The idea is
that when channel state information (CSI) is available at the receiver side only, some neigh-
bor receivers can contribute their antennas (i.e., serve as relays) and help the single-antenna
destination to form a virtual antenna array and to reap some benefits of MIMO systems [3],
[4]. Virtual-MIMO is a promising idea for terrestrial mobile communication systems as some
mobile stations in these systems may not be equipped with multiple antennas due to the physical
constraints.
Most of the previous work on virtual-MIMO systems focused on spectral efficiency (SE)
and bit error ratio performance, such as [2], [4], and [5]. It was shown that the cooperation
among receivers could enhance the efficiency of frequency spectrum utilized, compared to the
non-cooperative multiple-input and single-output (MISO) systems. However, the SE metric fails
to provide any insight on how efficiently the energy is consumed. The impact of cooperation,
considering a realistic model that takes into account both transmit and circuit energy consumption
at the transmitter and relay nodes, on the overall energy efficiency (EE) of the system has not
yet been adequately studied, to the best of our knowledge. In addition, maximizing the EE,
or equivalently minimizing the total consumed energy, while maximizing the SE are generally
conflicting objectives; but they can be linked together and balanced through their relationship
[6]. That is, for certain values of SE, whether and under what conditions the cooperation at
the receiver side can offer benefits in terms of overall EE, when a realistic energy consump-
tion model is considered. This is particularly an important question for network operators and
telecommunication equipment manufacturers as there is a global demand for the future wireless
networks to become more energy efficient [7]–[9].
Essentially virtual-MIMO can be viewed as a combination of MIMO and cooperation technolo-
gies. From the cooperation perspective, the relay node in virtual-MIMO systems can use either
decode-and-forward (DF), amplify-and-forward (AF), or compress-and-forward (CF) protocol.
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3EE performance of these relay protocols have been studied in [10]–[12], where a classical relay
channel (with three single-antenna nodes) is considered. In [10] and [11], a linear approximation
of the EE-SE trade-off is derived for relay communications by using the first and second
derivatives of the channel capacity. This study is then extended in [12] where the synchronization
between the transmitter and the relay are considered for practical scenarios. The approximation
of the EE-SE trade-off in these previous papers is accurate in the low SE region but largely
inaccurate otherwise. In addition, the aforementioned papers do not take circuit energy into
consideration, which may not be negligible in practical wireless networks [8]. A more accurate
approximation on the EE-SE trade-off for MIMO Rayleigh fading channels is presented in [6]:
The approximation is in closed form, but the expression cannot be extended to a cooperative
virtual-MIMO scheme. An initial study of virtual-MIMO based cooperative communications
for distributed wireless sensor networks is given in [13], where the energy consumption of a
traditional MIMO system and that of a virtual-MIMO scheme are evaluated. This work is then
extended in [14] by taking into account the properties of propagation environment and the energy
overhead required for channel estimation. The corresponding energy consumption assessments
of virtual-MIMO systems in [13] and [14] are based on numerical results and applicable for the
specific configurations considered in these papers.
An important open problem in virtual-MIMO communications is to obtain a general analytic
formula for EE as a function of SE, and use it to identify the potential ways to improve EE.
However, calculations of the system ergodic capacity in Rayleigh fading channels require taking
expectations with respect to a random channel matrix. In general, the problem of defining an
explicit expression to link EE and SE requires an expression for the inverse function of the
capacity, and therefore is a mathematically challenging task. In this paper, we propose a novel
and accurate upper bound of EE as a function of SE for a virtual-MIMO system using the
receiver-side cooperation with the CF protocol. To get a full picture of the overall EE for the
system, both transmit energy and circuit energy consumed at the transmitter and relay nodes are
taken into account. A comparison among different relay protocols in terms of EE is also given
in this paper. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
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4 We analyze the relation between EE and SE for the virtual-MIMO system where a realistic
power model is considered. To this end, we derive a tight closed-form upper bound for the
ergodic capacity of the system, based on which we propose a novel upper bound for EE as
a function of SE which exhibits a good accuracy for a wide range of SE values. The EE
upper bound is used for assessing the EE ratios of virtual-MIMO over the ideal MIMO or
the non-cooperative MISO system.
 We formulate an EE optimization problem based on the EE upper bound. Given a target SE,
the optimal power allocation (between the transmitter and the relay) and optimal bandwidth
allocation (between the data and cooperation channels) are derived such that the overall
EE is maximized. The optimal solution for power allocation is obtained in a closed-form
expression when out-of-band cooperation channel is used.
 To capture the cost of cooperation, we place power constraints in the system, and investigate
different bandwidth allocation scenarios for the data and cooperation channels. We show
that EE performance of virtual-MIMO is close to MIMO when an out-of-band cooperation
channel is considered. Taking the shared-band cooperation channel into account, the virtual-
MIMO with equal bandwidth allocation is less energy efficient than MISO; but with optimal
power and bandwidth allocation, virtual-MIMO outperforms MISO in terms of EE under
most values of SE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the channel model and the
realistic power model. Section III evaluates the relation between EE and SE of virtual-MIMO,
including deriving an accurate upper bound of EE in Section III-B. EE optimization issues are
investigated in Section IV. Simulation results are in Section V, and Section VI concludes the
paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a transmitter node with Nt antennas and a destination node with a single antenna,
as shown in Fig. 1. There are Nr 1 single-antenna relays in the proximity of the destination. We
refer to the destination and relays as the receiver group, which together with the transmitter form
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5a virtual-MIMO system [4]. We assume that the nodes within the receiver group are close, but the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver group is large. For the sake of demonstrating
performance of EE with more tractable mathematical expressions, we consider Nt = Nr = 2
in this paper. Further performance improvements are expected for the case of more transmit
antennas and more cooperating terminals. There are two orthogonal communication channels:
the data channel between the transmitter and the receiver group, and the cooperation channel
between the receivers.
A. Channel Model
In Fig. 1, x=[x1; x2]T denotes the transmitted signals, and [yr; yd]T denotes the corresponding
received signals at the relay and the destination. Without loss of generality, the data channels are
represented by hi=
cip
Ktd=2
(i2 [1; :::; 4]), where ci is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
random variable with unit variance and zero mean. As the relay is close to the destination, we
assume that they are equally distanced from the transmitter, which is denoted by d. The scalar
 is the path loss exponent, and Kt is a constant indicating the physical characteristics of the
channel and the power amplifier [15]. That is, the data channels are modeled as Rayleigh fading
with E[jhij2]=1=(Ktd). In matrix form, the received signal vector is2664 yr
yd
3775 = Hx+ n; H =
2664 h1 h2
h3 h4
3775 ; (1)
where the data channel matrix H 2 CNrNt is complex Gaussian distributed. n = [n1; n2]T is
the noise vector with components n1; n2CN (0; N0). We assume that perfect CSI is available
at the receiver side only. Let W denote the bandwidth of the data channel. And suppose that
the two antennas at the transmitter use the same average transmit power Pst, i.e., E[jx1j2] =
E[jx2j2] = Pst. Here we consider equal power allocation among the transmit antennas as it is an
optimal power allocation when no CSI is available at the transmitter side [16].
At the receiver group side, there is a short-range cooperation channel between the relay and the
destination, which is modeled as an AWGN channel. The relative power gain of the cooperation
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6channel to the power gain of data channels is represented by G. As the receivers are closer in
our system model, the case of interest is when G is high. Wr and Prt denote the bandwidth of
the cooperation channel and the transmit power of the relay, respectively.
B. Realistic Energy Consumption
In a practical setting, to quantify the total energy consumption of the entire system, both
the transmit energy and circuit energy consumed at the transmitter and the relay need to be
considered. For instance in [8] and [17], the total supply energy at a base station includes the
energy consumed for the power amplifier, radio frequency circuitry, baseband unit, direct current
(DC)-DC and alternating current (AC)-DC converters. In general, the total supply power and the
transmit power at a base station is nearly linear and, consequently, a linear power model has
been defined in [8] and adopted in this paper. Therefore at the transmitter, the total power for
Nt antennas is given by Nt(sPst +Psc), where Psc is the load-independent circuit power at the
minimum nearly-zero output power, and s is the scaling factor of the load-dependent power.
For the relay, using a similar linear power model, we have the total supply power (rPrt+Prc),
where Prc denotes the load-independent circuit power at the relay. Note that the scaling over
signal load (i.e. the values of s and r) largely depends on the type of the station. Table 2 in [8]
presents the model parameters for various transmitter types in a 3GPP LTE network, and Table
I in [18] presents the parameters for the relay model, which could be adopted in our system.
We assume that the transmitter and the relay are subject to separate power constraints: 0 <
Pst  Pmax,s and 0 < Prt  Pmax,r. For the relay, we define  = Prt=Pst to be the power
allocation ratio between the relay and the transmitter. Compared to a total power constraint, this
assumption of separate power constraints is more practical for wireless networks, because the
transmitter and relay are usually geographically separated and are supported by separate power
supplies [19]. With the knowledge of Pst, the relay will decide its own transmit power (via
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7choosing a value of ). Finally, the total power of the entire system is
Ptot = Nt(sPst + Psc) + rPrt + Prc = (Nts + r)Pst +NtPsc + Prc;
0 < Pst  Pmax,s; 0 <   Pmax,r=Pst:
(2)
C. Impact of Relay Protocol
Relay protocols are usually classified into three categories: DF, AF, and CF, which require
different signal processing techniques at the relay. But these techniques have a similar complexity.
Since the power consumed in the baseband unit is mainly defined by the complexity, the power
difference of the three protocols (caused by different signal processing techniques) is quite small
compared with other parts of the circuit power (such as that for the radio frequency circuitry),
and can be neglected. We thus consider the circuit power at the relay Prc remains the same
for the three relay protocols. In addition, the relay is assumed to be closer to the destination in
this paper; compared to DF, the CF protocol provides superior capacity performance [5], [20].
Therefore, given the same Prt, DF and CF have the same total power consumption; but CF is
more spectrally efficient. According to the definition of EE, CF has a better EE than DF.
In addition, the AF protocol is a special case of CF, in which case the relay simply scales and
forwards the analog signal waveform that is received from the transmitter without any particular
processing [21]. AF requires equal bandwidth allocation for the data and cooperation channels, as
the amplified analog signal needs to occupy an unchanged bandwidth. But, for CF, the signal at
the relay is quantized and can be re-encoded, so that the bandwidth of the cooperation channel
can be changed and optimized as will be shown in Section IV-B. Therefore, for any given
channel conditions, CF performs better than or equal to AF in terms of their EE performance.
Thus in this paper, we assume the relay sends its observation to the destination implementing
CF cooperation, where a standard source coding technique [5] is used by the relay.
III. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF THE VIRTUAL-MIMO SYSTEM
In this section, we evaluate the relation between EE and SE of the virtual-MIMO system. We
first obtain a tight closed-form upper bound for the ergodic capacity of the system. Then an
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8explicit and accurate approximation of the EE as a function of SE is derived, and is utilized for
assessing analytically the EE gain or loss of virtual-MIMO over the MISO or MIMO systems.
A. Ergodic Capacity of Virtual-MIMO: Explicit Expression VS. Upper Bound
The system model that specified in Section II can be considered as a system where the
destination has two antennas that receive the signals [yr + nc; yd]T [20]. Here nc  CN (0; 2c )
is the compression noise, which results from the CF protocol. As we employ a standard source
coding technique to implement the CF protocol at the relay, we denote Rc as the source coding
rate at the relay which is (smaller than but arbitrarily close to) [2], [22]
Rc = Wr log2

1 +
G
Ktd
 Prt
N0Wr

: (3)
Then the variance of the compression noise nc is [2]
2c =
E[jyrj2]
2Rc=W   1 =
(jh1j2 + jh2j2)Pst +N0W
1 +
G
Ktd
 Prt
N0Wr
Wr=W
  1
: (4)
The value of 2c is related to Rc, and thus determined by channel conditions and energy
consumption. The destination scales yr+nc using the degradation factor , such that
p
(yr+nc)
and yd have the same power of additive Gaussian noise [5]; thus
~y=[
p
(yr+nc); yd]
T = eHx+ [~n1; n2]T ; eH =
2664
p
h1
p
h2
h3 h4
3775 ;  = N0WN0W + 2c ; (5)
where ~n1  i.i.d. CN (0; N0). In (4), if jh1j2+jh2j2 could be replaced by its expected value, 
in (5) would become constant given certain average channel condition and energy consumption,
and therefore the scaled channel eH would be a complex Gaussian matrix. The numerical results
in [4] have demonstrated the accuracy of this replacement. Thus it is reasonably appropriate
to implement the expectation of  (denoted by ) for the distribution analysis of eH and the
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9corresponding capacity evaluation. Then from (4) and (5), we have
 =

1 +
G
Ktd
 Pst
N0Wr
Wr=W
  1
1 +
G
Ktd
 Pst
N0Wr
Wr=W
+
2Pst
(KtdN0W )
; (6)
and eH  CNNr;Nt(0;	
 I). 	 is the covariance matrix
	=E
2664
0BB@
p
h1
h3
1CCA ph1 h3
3775 =
2664 =(Ktd
) 0
0 1=(Ktd
)
3775 : (7)
Then  = eHeHy has a complex central Wishart distribution with Nt degrees of freedom and
covariance matrix 	 , i.e.   CWNr(Nt;	). Here Nt  Nr is considered. In the following
lemma, we give a result on the complex central Wishart matrix.
Lemma 1: If Y  CWNr(Nt;	), then we have
E[det(Y)] = det(	)
Nr 1Y
j=0
(Nt   j): (8)
The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A.
With the CF protocol, the ergodic capacity of the virtual-MIMO system is given by [5], [22]
CCF = E

W log2 det

I +
Pst
N0W


bits/s: (9)
The following result gives a upper bound for the explicit expression of ergodic capacity when
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is not low.
Proposition 1: If eH  CNNr;Nt(0;	
 I), i.e. for the considered virtual-MIMO system with
CF cooperation, when SNR is not low, the ergodic capacity upper bound bCCF is
bCCF = W Nr log2 PstN0W

+ log2

Nt!
(Nt  Nr)!

+ log2 det(	)

bits/s: (10)
The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix B. This proposition provides a simple and
tight upper bound of the ergodic capacity, which is less accurate than the explicit expression (9),
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but has the advantage of being express in a closed form and can be used to evaluate the relation
between EE and SE for the virtual-MIMO system.
B. Upper Bound on Energy Efficiency
We use the well known definition of the system achievable EE as the number of bits transmitted
per Joule of energy, i.e. ECF = CCF=Ptot in bits/Joule. According to equations (2) and (9), both
Ptot and CCF are related to the transmit power Pst. Thus the impact of CCF on ECF can be
expressed as follows
ECF = CCF

(Nts + r)f
 1(CCF) +NtPsc + Prc
 1
; (11)
where f 1: CCF 7! Pst is the inverse function of CCF. Equation (11) indicates that obtaining
an explicit expression of ECF boils down to finding an explicit formula for f 1(CCF). However,
due to the random Rayleigh channel realizations, f 1(CCF) does not have a straightforward
formulation. One feasible approach would be to use the closed-form upper bound of CCF in
(10) for finding an explicit solution to f 1(CCF). This approach will help us obtain a EE upper
bound as a function of SE, which can be used for explicitly tracking the EE performance and
analytically assessing the EE optimizations for a given SE, and thus will be discussed in this
subsection.
We use SCF to denote SE of the system. Two scenarios of the bandwidth allocation between
the data channel and the cooperation channel are considered in this paper: Scenario I, the relay
uses out-of-band channel for cooperation; Scenario II, the relay uses a portion of the whole
channel. In Scenario I, we assume the data channel and the out-of-band cooperation channel
have equal bandwidth, i.e. Wr = W . As suggested in [2], this is applicable when the separate
band used for short-range cooperation can be spatially reused across all other cooperating nodes
in a network and hence the bandwidth cost for a particular cooperating pair can be neglected
here. In Scenario II, a single channel is divided into two different bands to implement the
cooperation. Scenario II is applicable when spatial reuse of cooperation bands is not considered,
i.e., the cooperation channel needs to share the band used for data transmission. To account for
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the bandwidth allocation, we define  = Wr=W . Therefore, we have SCF(ECF) =
CCF(Pst)
W
for
bandwidth Scenario I, and SCF(ECF) =
CCF(Pst)
W+Wr
for bandwidth Scenario II. The choice of SCF
and CCF differentiates SE and system capacity, and also helps avoid the abuse of notations that
correspond to the functions of ECF and Pst [12].
1) Bandwidth Scenario I:
For Scenario I, when W=Wr, (6) is further simplified
 =
GPst
KtdN0W +GPst + 2Pst
: (12)
Inserting (12) in (7), and from (10), we have
bCCF = W 2 log2 PstKtd N0W

+ 1 + log2

GPst
KtdN0W +GPst + 2Pst

bits/s: (13)
According to the definition of EE, we can obtain a closed-form upper bound for the system EE
as shown in the following.
Proposition 2: Consider the virtual-MIMO system with CF cooperation. For Scenario I, the
upper bound for the number of bits transmitted per Joule of energy, denoted by bECF, is
bECF = WSCF "(2s + r)2SCF2   12KtdN0W
s
G + 2
G
+ 2Psc + Prc
# 1
;
with SCF  2 log2

Pmax,s=(Ktd
 N0W )

+ 1 + log2 [G=(G + 2)] : (14)
The proof of Proposition 2 is given in Appendix C.
For Scenario I, the EE upper bound bECF is obtained in closed form, and thus the relation
between EE and SE is explicit. The closed-form EE upper bound and its application environment
(i.e. Scenario I) are particularly valuable and attractive to some realistic wireless communication
systems. For example, the closely located relay and destination could perform cooperation
through their out-of-band Wi-Fi without sharing the frequency bands for data channel that uses
3G (or 4G) cellular communications.
In addition, as shown in (14), Psc and Prc are the load-independent circuit power at the
transmitter and the relay, and therefore remain the same for various SCF. When SCF is small,
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Psc and Prc dominate the EE performance, and thus ECF is very low. With SCF increasing, ECF
increases but will finally decrease. Therefore, compared to the case without considering circuit
energy consumption, there is no longer a monotonic trade-off relationship between EE and SE
for this system. There exists a certain region of SE that corresponds to a better EE performance,
as will shown in Section V.
2) Bandwidth Scenario II:
We now consider a single channel to be divided into two different bands to implement the
cooperation, and demonstrate its impact on the EE analysis. Using =Wr=W , (6) is shown as
 =
 
N0WKtd
 +GPst=
  N0WKtd
(N0WKtd +GPst=)
 + 2Pst
: (15)
Inserting (15) in (7), and from (10), we have
bCCF = W "2 log2 PstKtd N0W

+ 1 + log2
  
N0WKtd
 +GPst=
  N0WKtd
(N0WKtd +GPst=)
 + 2Pst
!#
:
(16)
Different from (13), we cannot get a closed-form solution for Pst from (16) because of . To
give an explicit relationship between EE and SE under this scenario, we represent the solution
of (16) as follows
Pst = f
 1( bCCF) = KtdN0W  RP (2SCF(1+)   2P 2 (1 +GP=)   1
(1 +GP=) + 2P
)
; (17)
where P = Pst=(N0WKtd), and the function RPfg(P )g denotes the exact roots of the equation
g(P ) = 0 with respect to its single variable P . Note that one can apply differentiation or partial
differentiation to RPfg(P )g. Substituting (17) into (11), and let SCF = CCF(1+)W , we thus obtain
a EE upper bound for Scenario II as shown in the following.
Proposition 3: Consider the virtual-MIMO system with CF cooperation. For Scenario II, the
upper bound for the amount of bits transmitted per Joule of energy can be represented as
bECF = SCF=(Ktd N0)
2Psc+Prc
Ktd N0W
+ (2s+r)  RP
n
2SCF(1+) 2P 2 (1+GP=) 1
(1+GP=)+2P
o : (18)
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Here SCF is also restricted by Pmax,s; Replacing Pst by Pmax,s in (16) gives the constraint on SCF.
Given some values of , the roots RPfg(P )g can be represented in closed form. Taking  = 1
for example, i.e. Wr = W , we have
RP
(
2SCF(1+) 2P 2 (1+GP=)
 1
(1+GP=)+2P
)
 RP

22SCF  2P
2G
G+2

= 2SCF
s
G + 2
2G
: (19)
Inserting (19) to (18), the closed-form EE upper bound for Scenario II is obtained. For some
other values of , if the roots cannot be represented in a simple form, one can use Newton’s
method to find approximations to the roots. The EE upper bound in Proposition 3 removes
the effects of random channel variations, and thus can be used for explicitly tracking the EE
performance of virtual-MIMO, and analytically assessing the EE gain or loss of virtual-MIMO
over the MISO or MIMO system.
3) On Energy Efficiency Comparisons:
The EE upper bound of the ideal MIMO system (as if the receivers were connected via a
wire) and that of the non-cooperative MISO system (where the relay is silent) are given by
bEMIMO = WSMIMO
2Psc + s2
SMIMO 1
2 KtdN0W
; where SMIMO  2 log2

Pmax,s=(Ktd
 N0W )

+1; (20)
bEMISO = WSMISO
2Psc + s (2SMISO   1)KtdN0W ; where SMISO  log2

1 + Pmax,s=(Ktd
 N0W )

:
(21)
To obtain (20), we solve Pst from (10) where the covariance matrix 	 = I for the ideal MIMO
case. Then substituting the solution of Pst into the EE expression EMIMO = WSMIMONt(Psc+sPst) , and
considering the power constraint 0 < Pst  Pmax,s, we thus obtain (20). In a similar way, but
taking into account Nt = 2 and Nr = 1, we get (21) for the MISO case.
In order to evaluate how virtual-MIMO compared with MIMO and MISO systems in terms of
EE, we use the EE ratios EMIMO=ECF and EMISO=ECF. For a certain value of SE, the EE ratios
boil down to the total power ratios of the corresponding systems. We first consider bandwidth
Scenario I for the virtual-MIMO system. The theoretical EE ratios of MIMO over virtual-MIMO
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in the low and high-SE regimes, respectively, can be approximated as
lim
SE!0
EMIMO
ECF
=
2Psc + Prc
2Psc
; lim
SE!1
EMIMO
ECF
 lim
SE!1
bEMIMObECF =
s
G + 2
G
 2s+r
2s
: (22)
In the low SE regime, the load-independent circuit power dominates the EE ratios. With SE
increasing (when no SE constraint is considered), the ratio of EMIMO=ECF finally approaches a
constant value, as will be illustrated in Section V. Similarly, the theoretical EE ratios of MISO
over virtual-MIMO are given by
lim
SE!0
EMISO
ECF
=
2Psc + Prc
2Psc
; lim
SE!1
EMISO
ECF
 lim
SE!1
bEMISObECF = 0: (23)
Because of the additional Prc, virtual-MIMO has a slight EE performance loss compared to the
MISO case in the low SE regime. But when SE is high, virtual-MIMO performs much better
than MISO as the ratio EMISO=ECF approaches zero.
For virtual-MIMO with Scenario II, we consider a special case: equal bandwidth is allocated
for the data and cooperation channels, i.e.  = 1. Inserting (19) to (18), we obtain bECF;=1 for
this case, and then have the EE ratios as follows
lim
SE!0
EMISO
ECF;=1
=
2Psc + Prc
2Psc
; lim
SE!1
EMISO
ECF;=1
 lim
SE!1
bEMISObECF;=1 = 2s+rp2s
s
G + 2
G
: (24)
As shown in (24), lim
SE!1
EMISO
ECF;=1
 1, which means even in the high-SE regime, equal bandwidth
allocation results in the virtual-MIMO performing worse than the MISO case. An optimal
bandwidth allocation for Scenario II to maximize EE of virtual-MIMO is thus a non-trivial
problem and will be discussed in this following section.
IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATIONS
In this section, we consider EE optimization issues for the virtual-MIMO system under both
the bandwidth Scenario I and Scenario II. The optimization criterion is based on the tight upper
bound of EE. The impact of different relay protocols on EE is also studied. Finally we generalize
the EE performance for a virtual-MIMO system with more antennas and more cooperating nodes.
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A. Optimal Power Allocation
To investigate the EE performance of the virtual-MIMO system, we aim to obtain the maximum
ECF for a certain level of SE. The explicit expression of EE upper bound bECF for Scenario I in
(14) shows that for a specific capacity-achieving transmission rate and given channel conditions,
different values of  represent different levels of EE, power allocation between the transmitter
and the relay is an efficient way to improve EE. Based on the closed-form EE upper bound, we
formulate the EE optimization problem for Scenario I as follows
max

bECF(); subject to 0 <   Pmax,r=Pst: (25)
We aim to choose a value of  such that the upper bound of ECF for a specific transmission rate
is maximized.
One can apply a concave optimization algorithm to find the optimal solution for (25). The
proof that bECF() is a concave function with respect to  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst] can be found in
Appendix D. Thus, the local extremum of bECF() is also a global extremum. We use Fermat’s
theorem to find the local extremum: By setting @Ptot()
@
= 0 in (35), one can obtain an unique
closed-form solution 
 = min
(
 r +
p
2r + 8rGs
2rG
;
s
P 2max,r
2SCF 1(Ktd N0W )2
+
1
G2
  1
G
)
: (26)
The solution  represents the optimal power allocation between the transmitter and the relay,
which is independent of the data channel conditions and the values of SE. This closed-form
solution makes the EE optimization easy to implement in practice: For specific power scaling
factors s and r, the relay can dynamically change its transmit power level (by using Prt = Pst)
according to the expected value of G, such that the virtual-MIMO EE performance will be
maximized.
B. Joint Power and Bandwidth Allocation
In Scenario I,  is fixed at 1 and spatial reuse of the cooperation bandwidth is considered.
When such spatial reuse is not applicable, i.e. under Scenario II, bandwidth allocation needs to
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be performed and thus,  is optimized jointly with power allocation to maximize the system EE.
Based on the upper bound of bECF in (18), we formulate the EE optimization problem as
follows
max
;2R+
: bECF(; ); subject to    Pmax,r=Pst  0 and   1  0 : (27)
Different from (25), there exist two constraints where joint power and bandwidth allocation is
considered. The solution of the above optimization problem is not straightforward. One can apply
the method of Lagrange multiplier to find the solution. The proof that bECF(; ) is a concave
function with respect to  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst] and  2 (0; 1] can be found in Appendix E.
We convert the primal problem (i.e. the original form of the optimization problem in (27)) to
a dual form. The corresponding Lagrangian function is defined as
L(; ; ; )
4
= ECF(; )  (   Pmax,r=Pst)  (  1); (28)
where  and  are Lagrangian multipliers. Thus, solving the primal problem of (25) is equivalent
to solving its dual problem min
;
max
;2R+
L(; ; ; ):
The optimization algorithm is summarized in Table I: We adopt the subgradient method to
solve the dual problem. As shown in step (b), where [x]+ = max(0; x),  (k)1 and 
(k)
2 denote the
step sizes which are small positive parameters, and g(k)1 = Pmax,r=Pst (k) and g(k)2 = 1 (k) are
subgradients. We denote y((k); (k)) and y((k); (k)) as the solutions of the two subproblems
[23]: Subproblem 1, max2R+ L(), and Subproblem 2, max2R+ L(), respectively. We use
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for solving the above subproblems [24]. That is, we
obtain y((k); (k)) and y((k); (k)) from step (a) in Table I, The subgradient algorithm is then
applied to update the parameters. Repeating these steps until Lagrangian function converges,
we thus get the solutions of the optimization problem. The final optimal values of y and y
represent the optimal power and bandwidth allocation that help maximize EE of the system.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present the EE performance and the influence of SE on EE for the virtual-
MIMO system by using both simulation and analytical results. The simulation results are obtained
from the Monte Carlo method for random channel realizations. The major simulation parameters
are listed in Table II unless otherwise stated. The physical channel propagation parameters are
adopted from the 3GPP LTE standard models [9], [17]. The values of the power model parameters
for the transmitter are suggested by [8] where a Macro type of transmitter is considered. A
potential introduction of relay nodes for LTE-Advanced is to be included in Release 10 and
is expected not before 2014. Thus, here we adopt an estimation of the relay power model as
suggested by [18].
A. EE and Its Relation with SE
Firstly, we verify the validity and accuracy of the SE upper bound given by Proposition 1
for the Virtual-MIMO system and that considering 	 = I for the Nt Nr MIMO case in Fig.
2. For virtual-MIMO, we consider G = 10 dB and  = 0:25, where the value of G is selected
because of the assumption of short-range cooperation channel. The transmit power of the relay is
smaller than that of the transmitter which justifies the chosen value for . We consider bandwidth
Scenario I for the virtual-MIMO using CF protocol. This figure shows that the virtual-MIMO
with CF under Scenario I has a SE performance very close to the MIMO system. We can also
see that the upper bounds are quite tight for the entire range of Pst, regardless of the number of
antennas, no matter for MIMO or Virtual-MIMO. The tightness of the SE upper bounds is very
important to guarantee the accuracy of EE upper bounds.
Using the above settings of G and , we analyze EE of the virtual-MIMO system with CF for
Scenario I and demonstrate the accuracy of the EE upper bound given by Proposition 2 in Fig.
3. As we consider transmit power constraints, the range of SE is limited as shown in this figure,
where the edge of SE for virtual-MIMO is given by (14) and that for MIMO and MISO are given
by (20) and (21), respectively. Fig. 3 (a) shows that the EE upper bounds are very tight to the
simulation results for the whole range of SE, which is important for the optimization purposes.
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Fig. 3 (b) shows how the EE of virtual-MIMO compare to those of the MIMO and MISO
systems by using EE ratios. In the low SE regime, both the ratios EMIMO=ECF and EMISO=ECF
starts from a value slightly larger than 1, which corresponds to the results obtained from (22)
and (23). With SE increasing, virtual-MIMO demonstrates a much better EE performance than
the non-cooperative MISO system, and performs close to the ideal MIMO case in terms of EE.
Virtual-MIMO is thus particularly valuable to realistic wireless communications: With help from
the relay, Virtual-MIMO enables base stations to become more energy efficient, and allows user
devices to reap longer battery life.
Using the EE upper bounds given by Proposition 2, Fig. 4 shows how load-independent circuit
power and load-dependent power components have meaningful impacts on the overall EE for
both MISO/MIMO and virtual-MIMO with CF. The settings of G and  remain the same as
above. Fig. 4 (a) shows a trade-off relationship between EE and SE when only load-dependent
power (i.e. NtsPst) is considered. The EE performance with total power is a combination of the
effects from both load-independent circuit power (i.e. NtPsc) and load-dependent power. That is,
when SE is low, EE is dominated by NtPsc. With SE increasing, the transmit power contributes
more to Ptot; thus, EE increases up to a certain level but finally decreases. A similar trend can
be seen in Fig. 4 (b) for virtual-MIMO, but the load-dependent power is (Nts + )Pst and the
circuit power is (NtPsc+Prc). Fig. 4 (b) also shows the impact of varying the distance from the
transmitter to the receiver group on EE. A shorter distance (i.e. a smaller value of d) guarantees
a higher EE and vice versa.
Our next analysis demonstrates the impact of different power allocation choices, defined by
different values of , on EE of virtual-MIMO with CF for Scenario I. We choose specific
capacity-achieving transmission rates, e.g., SCF =10; 12 bits/s/Hz, and consider G=10; 20 dB.
The results from this scenario are shown in Fig. 5. It is shown that different values of  result in
different levels of EE. The upper bound is very tight to the simulated EE, regardless the values
of , and can therefore be used to predict the practical EE. Thus it is appropriate to implement
the optimal  which is computed from (26) to maximize the overall EE. As illustrated in this
figure and shown in (26), taking the assumption G = 10 dB as an example, the optimal 
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equals 0.53 for both SCF=10 and 12 bits/s/Hz.
B. EE Optimizations
We now demonstrate the optimal EE performance of virtual-MIMO with CF in this subsection,
where optimal power allocation is performed for Scenario I and optimal joint power and band-
width allocation is performed for Scenario II. Specifically, under Scenario I, with the optimal
choices of  computed from (26), the EE comparisons between virtual-MIMO and MIMO (for
specific SCF = 8; 12 bits/s/Hz) against the cooperation channel power gain G are shown in Fig. 6.
As the results show, when G is small, EE of virtual-MIMO is impaired by energy consumption
at the relay and also unstable transmission over the weak cooperation channel. As G increases,
the helping relay enables virtual-MIMO to achieve a better EE performance very close to that
of the ideal MIMO case. In addition, with a smaller value of SCF, the EE performance is less
affected by the conditions of the cooperation channel, as the load-independent circuit power is
a dominant factor here.
We now extend the EE performance analysis to Scenario II, where bandwidth allocation needs
to be optimized jointly with power allocation to maximize EE. G = 20 dB is considered in Fig.
7. We can see that the EE performance of virtual-MIMO with CF is much better than that of
the MISO case, even though their performance gap is much smaller compared to Scenario I. In
addition, to illustrate the benefit of CF cooperation for virtual-MIMO, we also show the results
using AF in Fig. 7. As discussed in Section II-C, AF is a special case of CF where half of the
total network bandwidth is allocated for cooperation. As the results demonstrate, CF with equal
bandwidth allocation (i.e., the AF case) is even less energy efficient than MISO; but using the
optimal power and bandwidth allocation, virtual-MIMO with CF outperforms MISO in terms of
EE under most SE values.
In Fig. 8, EE comparisons among virtual-MIMO, ideal MIMO, and MISO as a function of
G, are presented for different values of SE under Scenario II. Compared to the performance
for Scenario I, a bigger loss exists for virtual-MIMO with CF against MIMO due to the extra
cost for the cooperation bandwidth. Nevertheless, for both scenarios, similar impacts from the
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values of G on the EE performance are shown: When SE is low, EE of virtual-MIMO with
CF is less affected by the conditions of the cooperation channel; When SE is high, a larger
value of G guarantees a better cooperation channel and thus results in higher EE performance
of virtual-MIMO.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates EE performance of a virtual-MIMO system using receiver-side CF
cooperation, where a realistic power model is considered. To account for the cost of cooperation,
the allocation of power as well as bandwidth in the system are studied. We derive a tight closed-
form upper bound for the ergodic capacity of the system, and based on which we propose a
novel and accurate upper bound for EE as a function of SE. The EE upper bound is obtained in
a closed-form expression when an out-of-band channel is used for cooperation. The EE upper
bound exhibits a good accuracy for a wide range of SE values, and thus is utilized for explicitly
tracking the EE performance of virtual-MIMO and analytically assessing the EE ratios of virtual-
MIMO over the MIMO or MISO system.
Based on EE upper bound, we have formulated the EE optimization problem and demonstrated
that for the virtual-MIMO system there exist two ways to improve EE: power allocation between
the transmitter and the relay, and bandwidth allocation between the data and cooperation channels.
Given a target SE, the system EE is maximized by using optimal power and bandwidth allocation,
which provides much insight for designing practical virtual-MIMO systems. Results indicate
that EE performance of virtual-MIMO is sensitive to many factors including resource allocation
schemes and channel characteristics. In addition, EE performance of virtual-MIMO is close to
MIMO when the out-of-band cooperation channel is considered. For the shared-band cooperation
channel, virtual-MIMO with equal bandwidth allocation is less energy efficient than MISO; but
with optimal power and bandwidth allocation, virtual-MIMO outperforms MISO in terms of
EE under most values of SE. Virtual-MIMO is thus particularly valuable to realistic wireless
communications: With the proposed scheme, Virtual-MIMO enables base stations to become
more energy efficient, and allows user devices to reap longer battery life.
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This paper focuses on the 2  2 virtual-MIMO system, i.e. two-antenna transmitter sending
information to two single-antenna receivers. For the virtual-MIMO configuration with more
transmit antennas and more cooperating terminals, EE improvements over MISO can be expected
only when the capacity improvement (because of cooperation) can compensate for the extra
power required at the relays. Extending the analysis to more cooperating terminals, and studying
suitable resource allocation schemes among the relays to guarantee EE benefits are left as future
work.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
If Y  CWNr(Nt;	), the density function of Y is given by [25]
pY(Y) =
1
 Nr(Nt)
[det(	)] Nt [det(Y)]Nt Nretr( 	 1Y); Y > 0 (29)
where  Nr(Nt) = Nr(Nr 1)=2
QNr 1
j=0  (Nt   j) is the multivariate gamma function and  () is
the gamma function. From the density of Y, we have
E[det(Y)] =
1
 Nr(Nt)
[det(	)] Nt
Z
Y>0
[det(Y)]Nt Nr+1etr( 	 1Y) dY: (30)
Make the change of variate Y = 	 1=2Z	 1=2. With Jacobian (dY) = [det(	)]Nr(dZ), we have
E[det(Y)] =
1
 Nr(Nt)
[det(	)] Nt
Z
Z>0
[det(Z)]Nt Nr+1[det(	)]Nt+1etr( Z) dZ
=
1
 Nr(Nt)
[det(	)] Nt [det(	)]Nt+1 Nr(Nt + 1) = det(	)
Nr 1Y
j=0
(Nt   j): (31)
This completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Applying Jensen’s inequality to (9) and when SNR is not low, we have
CCF  W log2 E

det

I +
Pst
N0W


 W log2 E

det

Pst
N0W


: (32)
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If eH  CNNr;Nt(0;	
 I), then   CWNr(Nt;	) where Nt  Nr. Using (8), and denoting
the ergodic capacity upper bound as bCCF, we thus obtain Proposition 1.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
According to (11), obtaining the expression of bECF boils down to finding an inverse function
of bCCF in (13), i.e. finding a solution for f 1( bCCF). As bCCF is derived when SNR is not low
according to Proposition 1, we consider the case (GPst + 2Pst)  Ktd N0W in (13). This
assumption is reasonable because that when Pst is small, the value of ECF is dominated by the
circuit power Psc and Prc as shown in (11). In contrast, ECF is more sensitive and needs a more
accurate expression when Pst is large. Thus when SNR is not low, we have
bCCF  W 2 log2 PstKtd N0W

+ 1 + log2

G
G + 2

: (33)
Solving the equation, we obtain
Pst = f
 1( bCCF) = 2SCF2   12KtdN0W
s
G + 2
G
: (34)
Substituting (34) into (11), and let SCF = CCFW we thus obtain (14). Note that the condition of
SCF in (14) is due to the power constraint of 0 < Pst  Pmax,s.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF CONVEXITY FOR bECF() UNDER SCENARIO I
Note that prove bECF() is concave is equivalent to prove Ptot() is convex. According to (14),
we have
@Ptot()
@
=
@
@
"
(2s + r)2
SCF
2
  1
2Ktd
N0W
s
G + 2
G
+ 2Psc + Prc
#
= 2
SCF
2
  1
2Ktd
N0W
(r
2G+ r   2s)q
G+2
G
G2
; (35)
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where @
@
() denotes the derivative of a function with respect to the variable . Then we have
the second-order derivative of Ptot() with respect to 
@2Ptot()
@2
=
@
@

@Ptot()
@

= 2
SCF
2
  1
2Ktd
N0W
(6s   r + 4sG)
(G + 2)G3
q
G+2
G
: (36)
If r  4sG, we have @2Ptot()@2  0 on  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst]. Since the scaling factors s and r
are always natural numbers and in the same order of magnitude as indicated in [8], and as we
are interested in high values of G, it is highly reasonable to assume r  4sG. Thus we have
@2Ptot()
@2
 0 and Ptot() is convex on  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst]. This completes the proof that bECF()
is a concave function on  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst].
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF CONVEXITY FOR bECF(; ) UNDER SCENARIO II
The EE upper bound bECF for Scenario II is given by (18), where the function (1+GP=) 1
is strictly increasing on  2 (0; 1] and  2 (0; 1] and can be fitted by polynomial functions. We
use a quadratic polynomial GP2 to fit (1+GP=) 1, so that the total power for the entire
system can be manipulated as
Ptot(; ) = 2Psc+Prc +
(2s+r)Ktd
 N0Wp
2G

q
G(2SCF(1+)G2 + 21+SCF+SCF): (37)
The polynomial fitting preserves the original function’s increasing property and helps provide a
closed-form solution for Ptot. Proving the convexity of bECF(; ) thus boils down to proving the
convexity of Ptot(; ). Based on (37), we have
@2Ptot(; )
@2
=
2 1=2+SCF+SCFKtd N0W ( r + 4G2s + 6 s)
2 (G2 + 2)
p
G2SCF (1+) (G2 + 2)
: (38)
Since the scaling factors s and r are always natural numbers and in the same order of magnitude
as indicated in [8] and we are interested in high values of G, it is highly reasonable to assume
r  6sPst=Pmax,r + 4sG2. Thus we have @2Ptot(;)@2  0 on  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst]. In addition,
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from (37) we obtain
@2Ptot(; )
@2
=
(2 s + r)Ktd
 N0W 2
1=2+SCF+SCF 
83
p
Gr2SCF (1+) (G2 + 2)
 G226S2CF ln2(2) + 4G4S2CF ln2(2)
 8G3SCF ln(2) + 42SCF2 ln2(2) + 24G2   16SCF ln(2) + 32

: (39)
As high values of G and SCF are more interested, we have
@2Ptot(;)
@2
 0 on  2 (0; 1] as well.
Therefore, on the set of  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst] and  2 (0; 1], the Hessian matrix of Ptot(; ) is
positive semidefinite [23], and thus Ptot(; ) is a convex function. This completes the proof thatbECF(; ) is concave on  2 (0; Pmax,r=Pst] and  2 (0; 1].
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Fig. 1. System model of the virtual-MIMO system (Nt = Nr = 2)
TABLE I
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR (27) UNDER BANDWIDTH SCENARIO II
Initialize: k = 0, (0), (0), (0), and (0).
Repeat
(a) Obtain the possible optimal values y((k); (k)) and y((k); (k)) by solving
@ECF(; )
@

=(k)
= (k) and
@ECF(; )
@

=(k)
= (k),
where ECF(; ) is giving by (18).
(b) Update the parameters (k), (k), (k+1), and (k+1) by(
(k) = y((k); (k)); (k) = y((k); (k));
(k+1) =
h
(k)    (k)1 g(k)1
i+
; (k+1) =
h
(k)    (k)2 g(k)2
i+
:
(c) Calculate the Lagrangian function L((k); (k); (k); (k)).
(d) k = k + 1.
Until: Lagrangian function L((k); (k); (k); (k)) converges to a preset tolerance.
Output: The final optimal values y and y.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS (VALUES OF POWER MODEL PARAMETERS ARE SUGGESTED BY [8] AND [18]).
Parameter Value Parameter Value
N0 -174 dBm/Hz Psc(Macro) 130 W
W 10 MHz s(Macro) 4.7
Kt 10
 3 Pmax,r(relay) 5 W
d 500 m Prc(relay) 14.3 W
 3.5 r(relay) 2.8
Pmax,s(Macro) 20 W
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Fig. 2. Simulation results and upper bounds of the ergodic capacity for Nt  Nr MIMO and virtual-MIMO systems. (For
virtual MIMO, G = 10 dB and  = 0:25 are considered; For virtual MIMO using CF, bandwidth Scenario I is considered.)
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Fig. 3. EE performance of virtual-MIMO with CF for bandwidth Scenario I, compared with those of MISO and MIMO systems.
(For virtual MIMO, G = 10 dB and  = 0:25 are considered.)
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Fig. 4. The effects of load-dependent power on the overall EE performance under bandwidth Scenario I (The performance of
MIMO and MISO systems are shown in (a), and that of virtual-MIMO using CF and considering G = 10 dB and  = 0:25 is
in (b).)
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Fig. 5. The effects of varying the values of  on the EE performance of the virtual-MIMO system with CF by setting
SCF = 10; 12 bits/s/Hz and G = 10; 20 dB under bandwidth Scenario I.
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Fig. 6. EE comparisons between virtual-MIMO with CF and ideal MIMO against the cooperation channel power gain G with
SE = 8, 12 bits/s/Hz under bandwidth Scenario I. (For virtual MIMO, optimal power allocation is performed.)
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Fig. 7. EE performance of the virtual-MIMO system under bandwidth Scenario II with setting G = 20 dB. (Optimal power
allocation is performed for the AF case, while optimal joint power and bandwidth allocation is performed for CF.)
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Fig. 8. EE comparisons among virtual-MIMO, ideal MIMO, and MISO against the cooperation channel power gain G with
SE = 7, 10 bits/s/Hz under bandwidth Scenario II. (Optimal joint power and bandwidth allocation is performed for CF.)
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